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Abstract Substorm injected electrons (several–100 s keV) produce whistler-mode chorus waves that are
thought to have a major impact on the radiation belts by causing both energization and loss of relativistic
electrons in the outer belt. High-altitude measurements, such as those from the Van Allen Probes, provide
detailed wave measurements at a few points in the magnetosphere. But physics-based models of radiation-belt
dynamics require knowledge of the global distribution of chorus waves. We demonstrate that time-dependent,
global distributions of near-equatorial chorus wave intensities can be inferred from low-Earth-orbit (LEO)
measurements of precipitating low-energy electrons. We compare in situ observations of near-equatorial
chorus waves with LEO observations of precipitating electrons and derive a heuristic formula that relates,
quantitatively, electron precipitation ﬂuxes to chorus wave intensities. Finally, we demonstrate how that
formula can be applied to LEO precipitation measurements and in situ Van Allen Probes wave measurements to
provide global, data-driven inputs for radiation belt models.
1. Introduction
Whistler-mode chorus is a type of coherent emission characterized predominantly with rising tones in the
very-low-frequency range, i.e., ~ 100 s Hz – 10 s kHz, and most frequently observed in the dawn and noon
sectors. Typically, chorus waves show a two-banded structure. The lower band peaks near 0.34fce, and the
upper band peaks near 0.53fce separated by a power minimum at ~0.5fce (fce is the electron equatorial
gyrofrequency) [Tsurutani and Smith, 1974; Burtis and Helliwell, 1976]. Chorus waves exist over a broad range
of L-shells and are most commonly observed outside of the plasmasphere. The wave intensity peaks in the
equatorial region for the dawn sector, while the peak moves to the midlatitude on the noonside [Meredith
et al., 2003], which is likely due to the uneven distribution of Landau damping [Bortnik et al., 2006, 2007].
Chorus waves interact with relativistic (~MeV) electrons through both pitch angle diffusion (producing
atmospheric loss) and momentum diffusion (producing energization). In a single drift period (tens of minutes),
radiation belt electrons interact with chorus waves at all local times. Therefore, models of radiation belt dynamics
require knowledge of the global, time-dependent distribution of chorus waves [e.g., Li et al., 2007].
In their seminal work, Kennel and Petschek [1966] established that there is a marginal stable state between
low-energy electrons and chorus waves. According to this theory (called KP theory hereinafter), during disturbed times (substorms and storms), low-energy electrons are injected into the inner magnetosphere from
the plasma sheet [e.g., Arnoldy and Chan, 1969]. When these newly injected electrons drift inward and toward
the dayside, factors such as the conservation of adiabatic invariants, compression of the magnetic ﬁeld, and/or
drift-shell splitting [Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974] produce pitch angle anisotropies. When the anisotropy exceeds
some threshold value, an instability is excited, and chorus waves are generated [e.g., Gary and Wang, 1996].
The growth of the waves acts to move the pitch angle distribution back toward a more stable, more isotropic
distribution. In the process, some electrons are scattered into the loss cone and precipitated into the
atmosphere. Thus, according to KP theory, it is expected that the precipitation rate of low-energy electrons
should be directly related to the growth of whistler-mode chorus waves.
Past studies have found observational evidence qualitatively supporting the connection among injections of
low-energy electrons, enhanced chorus waves, and elevated electron precipitation levels, as suggested by KP
theory and discussed above. For example, Hwang et al. [2007] studied 657 substorm events during highspeed streams and found that ~66% of events are associated with enhanced chorus waves. Likewise, empirical models for chorus wave distributions [Meredith et al., 2003; Li et al., 2009; and Meredith et al., 2012]
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Figure 1. Two months of observations showing the one-to-one temporal relationship between enhancements of precipitating low-energy electrons and chorus
waves. (A) Time series of half-daily binned ﬂuxes of 30–200 keV electrons observed by Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms
(THEMIS) near the equatorial plane; (B) chorus wave amplitudes (0.1–0.8 fce) also measured in situ by THEMIS; (C) ﬂuxes for 80 keV electrons near/inside the loss cone
observed by Detection of Electro-Magnetic Emissions Transmitted from Earthquake Regions at low-Earth-orbit. Data gaps are due to the lack of measurements; (D)
0.5
phase space density distributions for MeV electrons (μ = 2000 MeV/G and K = 0.03G RE) observed by THEMIS; and (E) Dst (black) and Kp (gray) indices. Colorcoded vertical lines indicate the main phases of several geomagnetic storms caused by recurring high-speed streams (a, b, and c) in the solar wind.

show that wave intensities increase with substorm activity as measured by the AE index. Meanwhile, observations also show elevated low-energy precipitation levels with increasing AE values (see Supplement for
details). Previous work [e.g., Tsurutani and Smith, 1974] has also mentioned the correlation between chorus
waves and electron precipitation. Here we present a systematic and quantitative analysis of the relationship
between low-energy electrons and chorus waves and demonstrate how the results can be used to complement in situ measurements of particles and waves from missions such as the Van Allen Probes.
First, we examine the qualitative relationship between equatorial chorus and low-Earth-orbit (LEO) precipitation measurements (both temporally and spatially). Next, we examine, quantitatively, the statistical distributions of both chorus wave intensities and precipitating electron ﬂuxes. Finally, we demonstrate how these
results can be applied to determine the global, time-dependent distribution of chorus waves for individual
radiation belt events using data from the Van Allen Probes and a heuristic formula that relates chorus intensities to LEO precipitation measurements.

2. Temporal and Spatial Relations Between Electron Precipitation and Chorus
To start we investigate wave data from a high-altitude equatorial satellite—the Time History of Events and
Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) [Culley et al., 2008]—and electron precipitation data from
a LEO satellite—the Detection of Electro-Magnetic Emissions Transmitted from Earthquake Regions
(DEMETER) [Sauvaud et al., 2006]. Figure 1 presents a 2 month period, dominated by high-speed streams in
the solar wind which drive several storms whose main phases are marked by colored vertical lines. From the
ﬁrst three panels, one can see that the injections of plasma sheet electrons (Panel A), intensiﬁcations of
chorus waves (B), and elevated precipitating low-energy electron ﬂuxes (C) all occur almost simultaneously in
each event. Panel D shows MeV electron phase space density distributions calculated using the same method
as Chen et al. [2005, 2007]. Enhancements of MeV electrons at L ~ 5.5 have a ~1–2 day delay, which is consistent with the theoretical calculations of MeV electrons energization by chorus waves [Li et al., 2007; Shprits
et al., 2008]. These observations demonstrate the existence of a one-to-one relationship between chorus
waves and precipitating electrons. However, this temporal relationship does not yet provide information
about the spatial distribution of chorus waves.
Figure 2 shows that spatial relationship as a function of L-shell and magnetic local time (MLT). Here we show
statistical results from the equatorial Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES, 1990–1991)
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Figure 2. Statistical spatial distributions of chorus waves and precipitating 30–100 keV electrons. (A) Mean chorus wave (0.1–0.8 fce) amplitudes measured by Combined
Release and Radiation Effects Satellite for active conditions (AE >300 nT) as a function of L and magnetic local time (MLT) (noon to the left). (B) Mean ﬂuxes of precipitating
30–100 keV electrons measured by NOAA Polar Operational Environment Satellites (POES) (also for AE >300 nT). (C and D) MLT distributions of chorus wave intensities
and electron ﬂuxes are replotted for one L-shell at 5.5. (E) Comparison of MLT distribution of wave intensities derived from mean precipitating electrons (black), using
equation (1) and observed mean chorus wave (red). (F) Comparison of derived and observed wave values at four quartiles of occurrence distributions (from low to high
are for Q1(25%), Q2(50%), Q3(75%), and Q4(100%), respectively) at each MLT grid point for the same L-shell. Here mean wave values plotted in Figure 2E fall between
curves Q2 and Q3. (G) Point-to-point comparisons between observed mean wave intensities (abscissa) and derived wave intensities (ordinate). Data cover L-shells larger
than 3.8 and all MLTs, with gray points for data at 19 MLT and black for other MLTs. The red diagonal line indicates the perfect match, while the other two gray lines
indicate 10 times difference. (H) The ratio between observed and derived mean wave intensities, as a function of L-shell and MLT (noon to the left).

[Anderson and Gurnett, 1992] and the NOAA Polar Operational Environment Satellites (POES, 2001–2003) in
LEO [Evans and Greer, 2000; Chen et al., 2012]. As yet, no simultaneous, long-duration measurements of
equatorial chorus and LEO precipitation are readily available. These data were, however, both obtained at
similar phases in the solar cycle (the maxima of solar cycles 22 and 23, respectively) and binned using the
same statistical criteria. During active times (AE > 300 nT), as in Panel A, near-equator chorus waves are
observed across the dawn hemisphere with peak mean amplitudes observed around dawn and at L-shells
between ~4 and 6 (the same distribution is also shown in Meredith et al. [2003]). The distribution of precipitating 30–100 keV electrons in Panel B is nearly identical. The quantitative relationship can be seen more
clearly in two example MLT distributions at L = 5.5 plotted in Panels C and D. The quantitative relationship
between equatorial chorus intensity and LEO electron precipitation is remarkably linear—at least for the
statistical distributions—suggesting that the global, time-dependent distribution of LEO electron precipitation could also be applied to individual events in order to understand the remarkably different dynamics seen
in different radiation belt events [e.g., Reeves et al., 2003].
The technique that we present here is as follows. First, we use the statistical distributions to derive a heuristic
formula that can be used to specify chorus intensity as a function of L and MLT from global, time-dependent
LEO precipitation measurements. If we were to apply a statistical wave model to individual radiation belt events,
we would only be able to investigate average behavior—not the full range of variation in chorus intensity (and
radiation belt dynamics) that are observed. To better capture the full range of dynamics, we scale a parameter in
the heuristic formula to in situ observations from the Van Allen Probes. The result is an event-speciﬁc, global,
time-dependent distribution of chorus that can be used to drive radiation belt diffusion models.
By trial and error, we have derived a simple formula of the form:
h
i
jðL; MLT Þ ¼ B2w ðL; MLT ÞP ðL  3Þ2 þ 0:03

(1)

where j(L,MLT) and B2w ðL; MLT Þ are electron ﬂux in units of #/cm2/s/sr and wave intensity in units of pT2, both
as a function of L-shell and MLT, and P is an adjustable ﬁtting parameter. While this formula is quite simple
and derived only heuristically, it serves well to evaluate the utility of producing event-speciﬁc equatorial chorus maps from LEO precipitation measurements. The possible physical interpretation of the numerical form is
discussed below, but ﬁrst we validate the formula using the CRRES and POES statistics.
In Panel E of Figure 2, the wave intensities for L = 5.5, derived from equation (1) using the mean precipitating
electron ﬂuxes, are compared to mean wave observation values. As expected from Panels C and D, the curves
ﬁt extremely well, but Panel E additionally shows that the dynamic range in the two average values is also
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linearly related. Panel F shows a better test for our purposes. Here we identify the precipitation ﬂuxes at four
occurrence quartiles measured in each L-MLT bin, derive the predicted chorus power, and compare against
the chorus wave intensities at the same quartiles actually measured in that bin. (Note the difference in intensity scales between Panels E and F.) The agreement for large wave intensities at Q2, Q3, and Q4 is fairly
good. This result further suggests that equation (1) can be applied, not only to average values but to speciﬁc
measurements in individual events.
Panel G shows the full dynamic range of the statistics. It plots point-to-point comparisons between observed
and derived wave intensities in all L-MLT bins. Again, we see that the relationship is linear and has a relatively
high correlation, of 0.77. To demonstrate the spatial dependence of this relationship, the ratios between
observed and ﬁtted mean wave intensities are plotted in Panel H as a function of L and MLT. Ratios are well
conﬁned between 0.1 and 10, and ratios close to 1 are common in all L-MLT bins. Equivalently, to estimate the
error caused by a constant P, we may force all ratios being one by using P values varying with L and MLT, and
in this way the standard deviation of P normalized to the mean value is ~4.2. In either case, a worst-case factor
of less than 10 is actually quite good considering observed wave intensities can vary by more than four orders
of magnitude (e.g., Panels F and G; also see Supplement for more details).
The quantitative results in Panels E–H of Figure 2 depend on the ﬁtting parameter P in equation (1). For the
CRRES and POES data sets, we derived a value of P ~ 200. Note that, in equation (1), P is not a function of L,
MLT, or geomagnetic activity. (Given sufﬁcient statistical measurements or a physical model, relating the two
quantities in a much more sophisticated functional relationship could also be derived.) P needs to be derived
on a case-by-case basis, both when different data sets are used and, particularly, for individual events. There
are good reasons for this to be the case. Even with hypothetically perfect cross-satellite calibrations, the
altitude of the LEO satellite measurements, the magnetic latitude of the equatorial chorus measurements,
and other truly physical factors will affect the linear scaling, P, between the measurements.
The physical meaning of the L-related term is unclear but could be related to the background magnetic ﬁeld
strength and variable size of the loss cone as a function of L. (We note that equation (1) is only valid for
L > ~3.5.) In short, equation (1) is an empirical formula derived from observations, which lumps together all
relevant physical processes into a simple but relatively reliable form. A full, physics-based understanding of
the quantitative relationship between chorus wave power and the electron precipitation proxy requires
theoretical calculations of the wave growth rates and electron pitch angle scattering rates as a function of
initial electron anisotropy. This approach has recently been applied to single-satellite observations [Li et al.,
2013]. A blending of the two approaches to give a global, physically based numerical relationship is theoretically possible but has not yet been achieved.

3. Application to a Van Allen Probes Event
The recently launched Van Allen Probes mission (also known as Radiation Belt Storm Probes (RBSP)) [Mauk
et al., 2013] gives us an opportunity to test the application of the electron precipitation proxy to an individual
event. Figure 3 shows 13 orbits of the RBSP-A satellite starting on 6 October 2012 during the ﬁrst dip of a
double-dip storm that caused a rapid acceleration of relativistic electrons in the heart of the radiation belts
[Reeves et al., 2013]. RBSP apogee was at approximately 7 MLT, and the satellites measured [Kletzing et al.,
2013] strong chorus activity (Panel A) in the pre- and postdawn magnetosphere. We used equation (1) and
POES electron ﬂuxes to predict the chorus wave power along the RBSP-A trajectory as a function of L and
time (Panel B). We scaled the wave proxy to the observed wave amplitudes for this period to obtain a
constant value of 80 for the ﬁtting parameter P during this period.
By design, the wave proxy reproduces the average wave intensities measured by the Van Allen Probes, but a
comparison of the intensities as a function of time and spacecraft prediction is instructive. (Recall that P is not
a function of time or position.) Over this very dynamic and active interval, the ratios of measured to proxy
wave intensities (Panel C) have an average value of ~0.95 and the prediction efﬁciency, as deﬁned in Li [2004],
of 0.39. Again, if we may force all ratios being one by varying P values, the standard deviation normalized to
the mean value of P is 0.79 for this individual case. The wave proxy identiﬁes the location as well as the times
when the wave intensities were strong. The location (in L) of maximum measured wave intensity is not ﬁxed
but varies dramatically from high L (e.g., second orbit) to low L (e.g., seventh orbit), but the wave proxy, based
only on simultaneous measurements of electron precipitation, captures that variation with high ﬁdelity.
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Figure 3. Derivation of global, time-dependent chorus maps using Van Allen Probes data and the chorus wave proxy. (A) Chorus waves (0.1–0.8 fce) measured in situ
by RBSP-A during the October 2012 storm, (B) derived waves using precipitating 30–100 keV electrons measured by the NOAA POES satellites, and (C) the ratio
between derived and observed waves. All wave data are binned in half-hour 0.2 L steps. Orbit numbers are marked on the top. Two 9 h intervals are selected from this
period, and snapshots of the global distribution of chorus waves are derived from the electron proxy and plotted in Figures 3D and 3E, respectively. In Figure 3D, the
average AE in this interval is ~120 nT, and the maximum wave amplitude is ~19 pT, while in Figure 3E, the average AE is ~800 nT, and the maximum wave amplitude is
~277 pT. (Note that different color scales are used.) The gray trace overplotted in Figure 3D is the RBSP trajectory in this interval.

The good quantitative agreement between the Van Allen Probes measurements and the wave proxy gives us
conﬁdence that, when we apply the same formula (with the same value of P) to global LEO precipitation
measurements, we may have some conﬁdence in the derived global, time-dependent maps of equatorial
chorus wave intensity—which is ultimately our goal. Those distributions are shown in Panel D for a relatively
quiet time and in Panel E for a very active time. The two distributions differ both in the intensity of the waves
and in their spatial distribution showing the utility of these event-speciﬁc distributions relative to other
statistically derived models.
The wave proxy that we have derived here is far from perfect. On the sixth orbit, it underestimates the wave
power at apogee (high L). On the 11th orbit, it shows higher wave power on the inbound leg of the orbit. We
note, however, that even this simple proxy does a remarkably good job of capturing a rather complicated
dynamical system and that the identical technique demonstrated here can be applied using whatever
improved wave proxy models that may be derived in the future.

4. Discussion
Pitch angle diffusion occurs over a ﬁnite time as the electrons drift in the geomagnetic ﬁeld. Therefore, if pitch
angle diffusion is slow compared to drift speeds the spatial correlations (in MLT) should be relatively weak.
Our observations show that the correlation is strong which is consistent with expectations. For example,
30 keV electrons at L = 4.5, the estimated time scale for chorus-produced pitch angle diffusion is ~1 h [Bortnik
and Thorne, 2007; Li et al., 2009], which is short compared to a drift period of ~10 h [Roederer, 1970].
Additionally, chorus waves propagate nearly parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld lines [e.g., Goldstein and Tsurutani,
1984; Santolik et al., 2003], and hence the MLT and L-shell distributions are fairly well preserved even for offequatorial interactions.
The approximate linearity of the relationship between precipitating electron ﬂux and chorus amplitude
(equation (1)) can be qualitatively explained by KP theory and previous work. Under “weak” diffusion (when the
loss cone is not ﬁlled), precipitation ﬂux is proportional to the pitch angle diffusion coefﬁcient and thus the wave
energy [e.g., Kennel and Petschek, 1966]). However, the pitch angle diffusion coefﬁcient itself depends on a
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number of factors including the background magnetic ﬁeld, the ratio of plasma- to gyro-frequency, and the
electron equatorial pitch angle distribution [Gary and Wang, 1996]. These variations and differences in individual
measurements do not signiﬁcantly change the linearity of the relationship but do affect the quantitative scaling
captured in the ﬁtting parameter P in equation (1).
We note that there may be applications where no in situ wave observations are available. In those cases, the
wave proxy deﬁned by equation (1) can still be quite useful. Our results suggest that deriving global chorus
maps using LEO precipitation measurements, even if the value of P is just assumed, will still be a more
valuable input to radiation belt models than simply using the average statistical values.
We also note that electron precipitation can be caused by other processes such as Coulomb scattering and
resonant interaction with other electromagnetic waves. Our results suggest that, on average, chorus waves
dominate, but under speciﬁc conditions this will not be the case. Therefore, we suggest that the quantitative
relationship derived here can be used as a proxy for near-equatorial wave amplitudes but, as with any proxy,
caution should be used to avoid overinterpretation.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we have demonstrated a quantitative relationship between equatorial chorus wave intensity
and LEO low-energy electron precipitation measurements. Using a simple, heuristic formula that relates
the two quantities, we derived the global, time-dependent, and even-speciﬁc distribution of equatorial
chorus wave intensities from spatially limited in situ measurements from the Van Allen Probes satellites
and the global measurements from NOAA POES constellation. The global distribution of whistler-mode
chorus waves is important for a number of processes in the inner magnetosphere but particularly for the
energization and loss of relativistic electrons in the outer radiation belt. The drift-averaged energy and
pitch angle diffusion coefﬁcients depend most strongly on the amplitude and local time extent of the
chorus wave region as a function of L-shell [e.g., Li et al., 2007]. It is well known that the radiation belt
show event-speciﬁc response to geomagnetic storms and solar wind [Reeves et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2007],
and it is possible that the varying response is due, at least in part, to the differing distribution of chorus
waves. For example, a recent study using the DREAM 3D diffusion model driven with inputs from our wave
proxy reproduces the dynamics of the October 2012 storm much better than statistically derived wave
inputs [Tu et al., 2014].
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